ADDENDUM 1 for 753-3-RRM001

Invitation for Bid:

CONDUIT BORING AND FIBER OPTIC CABLE PULL – RAVEN’S NEST GOLF COURSE

The following is corrections for the above referenced Invitation for Bid.

Instructions and Specifications
Change the following as listed below:
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1.0 General

1. The Contractor shall provide all labor, equipment, materials (CONDUIT AND FIBER OPTIC CABLE FURNISHED BY SHSU), coordination, and incidentals necessary to bore approximately four hundred (400’) of ground and install 4” PVC with three (3) 1.25” inner ducts installed within, pull fiber optic cable and install hand holes. Work location is Sam Houston State University’s Raven Nest Golf Course located at 457 IH-45 South, Huntsville, Texas 77340. Work to conform to the scope, specifications, and pictures included in this Invitation for Bid.

Change to the following:
1. The Contractor shall provide all labor, equipment, materials (CONDUIT AND FIBER OPTIC CABLE FURNISHED BY SHSU), coordination, and incidentals necessary to bore approximately seven hundred seventeen (717’) of ground and install 4” PVC with three (3) 1.25” inner ducts installed within, pull fiber optic cable and install hand holes. Work location is Sam Houston State University’s Raven Nest Golf Course located at 457 IH-45 South, Huntsville, Texas 77340. Work to conform to the scope, specifications, and pictures included in this Invitation for Bid.
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2.0 Scope of Work

2.0 Scope of Work

BASIC JOB: The Contractor shall provide all labor, equipment, materials (except for 4 inch conduit and fiber optic cable), coordination, and incidentals necessary to bore approximately 400 feet of ground and install 4 inch PVC with three (3) 1.25 inch inner ducts installed within, pull fiber optic cable and install hand holes. Work to conform to the Instructions, Specifications and Pictures (Attachment 1). Contractor is responsible for all field measurements.

- Station marker 0 Install hand hole over existing 2” conduit. Make opening into existing conduit without damaging CATV or telephone cable inside. Existing conduit is 36-48” deep. Leave 400’ of fiber coiled neatly in hand hole.
- Station marker 16 bore under existing driveway.
- Station marker 162, there is 30’ 0f existing asphalt that will have to be replaced if it is excavated.
- Station marker 380, set hand hole. Leave 100’ of fiber coiled neatly and attached to the wall of hand hole.
- Station marker 717, bring new conduits into existing hand hole. Leave remaining fiber neat coil in hand hole.

**Change to the following:**

**2.0 Scope of Work**

**BASIC JOB:** The Contractor shall provide all labor, equipment, materials (except for 4 inch conduit and fiber optic cable), coordination, and incidentals necessary to bore approximately 717 feet of ground and install 4 inch PVC with three (3) 1.25 inch inner ducts installed within, pull fiber optic cable and install hand holes. Work to conform to the Instructions, Specifications and Pictures (Attachment 1). Contractor is responsible for all field measurements.

- Station marker 0 Install hand hole over existing 2” conduit. Make opening into existing conduit without damaging CATV or telephone cable inside. Existing conduit is 36-48” deep. **Remove this line** -> Leave 400’ of fiber coiled neatly in hand hole.
- Station marker 16 bore under existing driveway.
- Station marker 162, there is 30’ 0f existing asphalt that will have to be replaced if it is excavated.
- Station marker 380, set hand hole. Leave 100’ of fiber coiled neatly and attached to the wall of hand hole.
- Station marker 717, bring new conduits into existing hand hole. Leave remaining fiber neat coil in hand hole.
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**ALTERNATE NUMBER ONE:** Cost to pull fiber including running cable from AT&T POP to Raven’s Nest club house approx. 300’ using existing conduit. Exclusions: phones, switch, data lines, etc.

**ALTERNATE NUMBER TWO:** Cost to terminating fiber ends.

**Change to the following:**

**ALTERNATE NUMBER ONE:** Cost to pull fiber including running cable from STATION Marker 0 to Raven’s Nest club house approx. 300’ using existing conduit. Exclusions: phones, switch, data lines, etc.

**ALTERNATE NUMBER TWO:** Cost to terminating fiber ends. **To be removed.**

The revised Bid Sheet MUST BE USED when returning bid packet. Changes include the following to page 2.

- SHSU is requesting contractors to submit a price for the Basic Job as described in the specifications and pricing two (2) alternate. Award will be made based on the lowest price for the Basic Job that meet or exceeds the specifications.
**REVISED TO THE FOLLOWING**
- SHSU is requesting contractors to submit a price for the Basic Job as described in the specifications and pricing one (1) alternate. Award will be made based on the lowest price for the Basic Job that meet or exceeds the specifications.

Pricing changes include adding “and pull cable” to the basic job pricing and removing Alternate Number Two from the pricing. *VENDOR MUST USE THE ADDENDUM 1 REVISED BID SHEET WHEN RETURNING BID PACKET.*

**PRICING:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIC JOB: Bore, install conduit and pull cable as described in specifications.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTERNATE NUMBER ONE: Cost to pull fiber including running cable from STATION Marker 0 to Raven’s Nest Club House, approximately 300’, using existing conduit.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTERNATE NUMBER TWO: Cost to terminate fiber ends.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHSU is requesting contractors to submit a price for the Basic Job as described in the specifications and pricing one (1) alternate. Award will be made based on the lowest price for the Basic Job that meet or exceeds the specification.

**PRICING:**

**BASIC JOB:** Bore, install conduit and pull cable as described in specifications.

**ALTERNATE NUMBER ONE:** Cost to pull fiber including running cable from **STATION Marker 0** to Raven’s Nest Club House, approximately 300’, using existing conduit.

**ATTACHMENTS:**
--Sam Houston State University Terms & Conditions, Four (4) pages
--Instructions & Specifications, six (6) pages
--Pictures, three (3) pages (Attachment #1).

**Fill out all designated areas on the upper portion of the previous page, the upper portion of this and the next page, and each page of SHSU’s Terms & Conditions and return.**

**Complete all requested information below and return at the time bid is submitted.**

**Vendor is responsible for insuring the legibility of their response.**

**Faxed bids are acceptable at 936-294-1997.**

Contractor/Vendor shall provide the following information as required when submitting their bid.

**References (Specifications 2.0.c, page 4)**
Contractor shall provide three (3) references for similar work performed within the last two (2) years.

NAME: ________________________________

ADDRESS: ______________________________

PHONE NUMBER: _________________________

CONTACT: ______________________________